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FOREWORD

Accelerate diversity  
& inclusion through data

The digital industry is growing extremely fast and is 
more than ever a driving force of the Dutch econo-
my. However, to be able to sustain the growth, more 
(tech) talent and diverse perspectives are needed  
to grow digital companies and develop our products 
and services.

There is an increasing awareness of the importance of 
diversity and inclusion (D&I) for companies, investors, 
governments and other stakeholders within the Dutch 
tech ecosystem. But many of them would also benefit 
from measuring and identifying the impact of D&I 
on their organisations when actually becoming more 
diverse and inclusive.

How?
We are launching the results of the Dutch D&I in  
digital benchmark, the first of its kind. This is an initia-
tive by Diversity Hero in collaboration with Techleap.
nl and NLdigital. Supported by Booking.com and the 
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy.

We believe it all starts with using a data-driven  
approach to improve D&I within organisations:  

because what isn’t measured can’t be managed! The 
data provided by participating organisations allows us 
to create a unique anonymous and aggregated report  
on diversity and inclusion in the digital industry in  
the Netherlands.

Each participating organisation gets access to an 
individual dashboard to benchmark its own progress 
against other groups of (anonymous) organisations 
(with the possibility to segment by size, growth stage, 
sub-sector and more) and to understand and learn 
from what others are doing to drive progress.
We work at scale, addressing the Dutch digital and 
tech ecosystem as a whole to drive change, and 
supporting organisations to include and maximise 
participation from underrepresented groups.

Unique Dutch D&I in digital benchmark
We are very proud of all companies that participat-
ed in the first Dutch D&I in digital benchmark! This 
benchmark report provides insights into the status  
of diversity and inclusion within the Dutch digital 
industry. Which will help us to understand how  
we can improve. 

It became clear that collecting D&I data is not easy. 
Many companies still don’t (know how to) gather D&I 
data or are not ready to share their D&I data.  
Therefore, it is important to provide expertise and 
support to make it easier to collect D&I data. And by 
collaborating, we can share best practices. 
 
What’s next?
The next step is to accelerate the benchmark  
in the Netherlands and scale the initiative 
throughout Europe.

Want to learn more?  
Visit www.diversityhero.com
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Women  
in total

Women in 
leadership

Women 
CEOs

38%

30%

25%

REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN 
IN THE DIGITAL INDUSTRY

For this benchmark 150 companies were invited to participate, 40 companies 
participated and almost 30.000 employees working in the  
Dutch digital industry are represented.

“It’s time to make changes that 
actually work. To step up our 
game and enter the next level. 
Let’s get our bits together and 
become diversity heroes.”

Gillian Tans 
Founder Diversity Hero
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Diversity in Tech

PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN 
IN 6 TECH ROLE TYPES

Data

35%

13%

30%

42%

39%

16%

IT Operation

Product & Delivery

QA & Testing

UX & Design

Developer

We always knew we have diverse talent working across tech in the 

Netherlands, but never knew in what roles. This chapter showcases the 

importance of highlighting the diversity in the different tech roles and 

seniority, so we can begin to understand what is needed to advance diverse 

talent and what tech roles could benefit from a more inclusive approach. 

Top 3 most tracked

WHAT DOES YOUR ORGANISATION CURRENTLY TRACK?

Top 3 least tracked

Startup/scale-up

Startup/scale-up

1. Gender 

2. Age 

3. Ethnicity

1. Use of self-identification tool

2. Orientation 

3. Socio-economic background

1. Disability*

2. Socio-economic background* 

3. Neurodiversity*

1. Gender 

2. Age 

3. Ethnicity

81%

75%

44%

13%

13%

13%

0%

0%

0%

80%

73%

20%

SME & corporate

SME & corporate

* Not being tracked
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Women in  
leadership roles*

Women in 
tech roles*

Women in senior 
tech roles*

30% 21% 22%

49%

18%

22%

2%

4%
9%

0%

ETHNICITY TOTAL ROLES

39%

27%

24% 4%

5%
7%

0%

ETHNICITY TECH ROLES

Dutch

Second generation Dutch

Western migrant

Non-Western migrant

Any other ethnicity

No ethnicity disclosed

Unknown

“Only if we know where we really 
stand are we able to set realistic 
and dedicated D&I objectives 
and goals. This ensures that we 
can actually use measurable 
results to become more diverse 
and inclusive as a company and 
industry as a whole.”
Bas van der Veldt
CEO AFAS software

* For the D&I definitions used please visit www.diversityhero.com
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Best practices

“At Booking.com, we value our diversity and are 
committed to building a workplace where everyone 
can do their best work and pursue their professional 
journey. Yet, even in a diverse organisation like 
Booking, we see a sharp decline in women at 
managerial and leadership level, particularly in 
technical roles. The pool of talented and ambitious 
women at Booking who want to take their next career 
step is already there, but an intervention is needed to 
offset the systemic barriers they may face.

B.Champion is a Learning & Development program 
designed to address these systemic barriers by 
enrolling talented and ambitious women in a multi-
level modal program with a 1-to-1 mentor relationship 
at the core.

Women in this program are prepared to take the next 
step in their career via:

• Mentorship: participants are paired with a more 
senior level mentor in the organisation.

• Community of Peers: mentees are given 

structured opportunities to network with their 
peers and support each other’s professional 
growth.

• External Experts: structured learning support on 
craft and personal development from external 
learning provider Everywoman.

In the 2021 cohort we had 16 women who participated 
from our Accommodations and Fintech BU’s and 16 
mentors from across the business.

Our main metrics showed that by the end of the 
program, mentees are ready to progress to the next 
level in their career. Mentee perception of readiness 
for the next career step increased from 56% to 80% 
during the 6 month program and 60% of participants 
felt supported in their progress (compared to 12% at 
the start). At the end of the program all participants 
rated mentoring as the most valuable part of the 
program. This further demonstrates the value that 
strong mentoring programs can have on the career 
progression of women in technical areas.”

Olivia Logan, 
Global Program Manager - Inclusion, Diversity, 
Belonging & Wellbeing at Booking.com 

BOOKING.COM
> 250 employees, 1996
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Diversity is nothing without inclusion. In this chapter we will outline the best 

practices of companies that have committed to creating inclusive workplaces 

through policies and interventions that have helped attract and maintain diverse 

talent in their organisations.

Interventions

“70% of all 
organisations 
do not track 
the ethnicity of 
employees”

“Only 36% 
of leaders 
(sometimes) have 
D&I objectives in 
their performance 
measures”

“Nearly 90% 
agrees their 
manager 
encourages all 
employees to 
share different 
ideas, speak up 
and be vocal”

“44% of the organisations plan 
to increase their offering in 
skills and training interventions 
to improve inclusion and 
diversity in technical roles in 2022.”
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TOP 3 POLICY OPPORTUNITIES

Startup/scale-up

1. Do interviewers/assessors  
complete unconscious  
bias training?

19%

2. Do leaders/managers have D&I 
objectives/KPIs in their  
performance measures?

31%

3. Do you have a policy and safe 
process for employees to call  
out bias?

50%

1. Are minorities and underrepresented 
groups represented at all levels of 
leadership?

33%

2. Do interviewers/assessors  
complete unconscious  
bias training?

40%

3. Do leaders/managers have D&I 
objectives/KPIs in their performance 
measures?

47%

SME & corporate

TOP 3 INTERVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

Startup/scale-up

1. Tech returner programmes (for 

those who have had a break from  

a tech career)

13%

2. Apprenticeships in tech 19%

3. Coaching for those in or seeking  

tech roles

19%

1. Tech returner programmes  

(for those who have had a  

break from a tech career)

20%

2. Graduate schemes in tech or  

with tech rotations

27%

3. Apprenticeships in tech 33%

SME & corporate

What skills and training interventions does your organisation offer to improve 
inclusion and diversity in technical roles?
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Best practices

Meetingselect is the marketplace to book meetings, 
group bookings and workspaces worldwide. The IT 
Team is led by our amazing female leader and VP 
Technology & Platform, Deepali Bhargava. Deepali and 
her team ensure that innovations and integrations are 
seamlessly executed on a day to day basis. By doing so 
they make sure corporations, meeting planners, travel 
agencies, hotels and meeting venues enjoy efficiencies 
with their own end-to-end meetings management 
solution.  

“It is very important to us to have an inclusive and 
transparent workspace (DEI). We want to ensure that 
our teams are a reflection of society. Therefore one of 
our focus points is to hire colleagues from different 
backgrounds, embrace all cultures &  genders, and 
celebrate the different cultural holidays from King’s Day 
up to Diwali.“

Currently, 15 different nationalities are working at 
Meetingselect. More than 50% are women in leadership 
roles. Meetingselect is a Female Founded Company 
and officially certified as a WomenOwned Company 
by WeConnect. Colleagues can work from HQ in 
combination with remote or make use of our extended 
location facilities and enjoy activity based working.

MEETINGSELECT
50-249 employees, 2007

“Inclusion is the key to get the 
best out of everyone, so we 
create an environment where 
you can be you and belong to 
the team at the same time”

Deepali Bhargavav
VP Technology & Platform at Meetingselect 

LIGHTYEAR
> 250 employees, 2016

“We actively invest in welcoming and considering 
many perspectives as this will directly reflect and 

impact the world we operate in. As part of this 
belief, through data and research, we focus on our 
recruitment practices to drive more diversity and 
create more inclusive hiring practices that will build 
not only our cultural diversity but ultimately enhance 
our product innovation and creativity. This will truly 
reflect the markets we operate in and the customers 
we serve.”

JUST EAT TAKEAWAY.COM
> 250 employees, 2000

Lex Hoefsloot, Co-founder and CEO at Lightyear, 
explains: “As we are working in automotive and  
high-tech, our workfield is double male dominated. 
This highly motivates us to go that extra mile regarding 
inclusion. I am proud of our diversity-driving initiatives 
though we’re not there yet. Our ultimate goal is to 
ensure that everyone feels at home, that voices are 
heard, that everyone belongs. Looking at diversity, 
equity and inclusion, this starts with being aware of 
your own biases. During International Women’s day, our 
team created memes to deconstruct gender biases.” 
 
Sometimes, visuals are way more powerful than words. 
“We didn’t just focus on female stereotypes”, says 
Hoefsloot, “but on male stereotypes as well (e.g. a 
caring parent during the workweek).  
 

Our implicit bias maybe expects a picture of a woman, 
but we portrayed a picture of our male colleague 
during his daddy day. The team sought to draw 
attention to gender stereotypes in a fun and powerful 
way and create allies along the way. Because belonging 
is a cause worth fighting for, for everyone, everywhere.”

“Talking about and working 
on inclusion will be 
uncomfortable. If you still 
feel comfortable, you’re still 
experiencing your privilege.”

Lex Hoefsloot
Co-founder and CEO at Lightyear 
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IN CONCLUSION

There is still important
work to be done

“Benchmarking Inclusion, 
Diversity & Belonging data is 
a must, to better understand 
where we stand as an 
organisation and to build 
towards where we need to go.”
 

Terence Guiamo  
Global Director D&I Just Eat Takeaway.com

As we can see from the results of this first D&I in 
Digital benchmark report, there is still important work 
to be done to foster a more diverse and inclusive 
Dutch digital industry. But we can already benefit 
from D&I best practices in the field and learn from 
actions organisations are already taking to step up our 

D&I efforts. However, we can only truly maximise the 
impact of these efforts and actions if they are driven 
by D&I data. The data will help us get insights into the 
status of organisations and our industry as a whole. 
And, more importantly, provide us with direction on 
areas where we can improve and truly benefit from. 



Are you working in digital or tech in the Netherlands? 
Join our benchmark research, where we bring 
together a driving force of leading tech companies 
wanting to accelerate and improve D&I within Europe 
and beyond. By producing a D&I data benchmark, 
we’re aiming to support companies in measuring D&I 
and tracking progress. With the results, we will start 
building a D&I knowledge hub where existing and 
new research, insights and best practices on D&I are 
gathered and shared. 

We are beyond proud of the organisations that 
participated in the first Dutch D&I in Digital 
benchmark by sharing their D&I data and best 
practices. And we invite others in the digital and tech 
industry to join us in our mission to make diversity 
and inclusion a top priority within the industry!

“As a sector, we want to 
be a true representation 
and reflection of 
society. That is not 
only fair, logical and 
necessary, but it also 
ensures the creation 
and use of better 
products and services.”

We need your help! 

Lotte de Bruijn 
Director NLdigital

JOIN OUR BENCHMARK  
AND MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

We bring together the driving force of tech 
companies wanting to accelerate and improve 
D&I within the Netherlands and beyond. By 
producing a D&I data benchmark, we’re aiming 
to support organisations in measuring D&I and 
tracking progress with our annual reports. And 
with the results, we interact throughout the 
year by uncovering more resources, sharing 
knowledge and best practices and hosting 
roundtables and workshops.

Visit our website!
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This benchmark and publication would not have been pos-
sible without our partners: NLdigital, Techleap.nl, Ministry 

of Economic Affairs and Climate and Booking.com. The 
benchmark and design is provided by Blue Field Agency.

diversityhero.com


